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NWS Holdings Limited (“NWS
Holdings” or the “Group”, Hong Kong
stock code: 0659) is the infrastructure
and service flagship of New World
Development Company Limited (Hong
Kong stock code: 0017). Listed on
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in
January 2003, the Group is a
constituent stock of the Hang Seng
Hong Kong Mid-cap Index and FTSE
Asia Pacific (ex-Japan) Index.

Embracing a diversified range of
businesses in Hong Kong, Mainland
China and Macau, NWS Holdings’
Infrastructure portfolio encompasses
Energy, Water, Roads and Ports
projects while its Service & Rental
businesses comprise Facilities Rental,
Contracting, Transport, etc. Drawing
on a wealth of strategic vision, NWS
Holdings aspires to build a dynamic
and premier group of infrastructure
and service management companies
in the region.
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Service & Rental
Infrastructure

Facilities
Rental

Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre and ATL Logistics
Centre, both operated and
managed by the Group’s Facilities
Rental segment, offer an
unparalleled portfolio of services to
local and overseas customers.

Its Contracting segment provides
full expertise from construction to
electrical and mechanical
engineering, with a foothold
developed in Mainland China and
Macau.

The Group jointly operates a
comprehensive range of transport
businesses with Chow Tai Fook
Enterprises Limited, and has
extended its bus operation to
Kunming.

NWS Holdings enhances the quality
in every part of people’s life through
its diversified services ranging from
property management, duty free
sales, to financial services and
insurance, etc.

Contracting

Transport

Others

As a leading service management group in Hong Kong,
NWS Holdings has the experience to capture the
tremendous potential across the border.

Energy The three power plants in
Guangdong and Macau have a
total installed capacity of
approximately 1,688MW.

Through its 20-year-old joint
venture company Sino-French
Holdings (Hong Kong) Limited,
NWS Holdings enjoys a first-mover
advantage in the water markets of
Mainland China and Macau where
its 19 water treatment plants can
treat up to 4.38 million m3 of fresh
water and wastewater per day.

Its highway portfolio covers
approximately 738 km in length in
strategic locations such as
Guangdong and Tianjin.

NWS Holdings has invested in
Ports businesses in major coastal
cities including Xiamen and Tianjin,
with an annual handling capacity of
4.62 million TEUs.

Water

Roads

Ports

As a major infrastructure investor with a strong
foothold in China, NWS Holdings operates 51 projects
in Energy, Water, Roads and Ports segments.


